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Asys Publishing, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition:
New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.As the 1970s roll into town, Eddie Fewtrell, the
self-proclaimed King of Clubs and God father to Birmingham s
clubland has finally made it. Having seen off the infamous
Kray twins and many other vicious gangs, things are going
well at last. The poverty he and his seven brothers suffered in
the early 1960s just a distant memory and the constant battles
to stay one step ahead of the police and ever growing
Birmingham underworld is at last over, or so he thinks. But
storm clouds are gathering in the form of the Birmingham IRA
who are planning the most outrageous attack on the British
Isles since World War 2, right in the heart of the Fewtrell
empire. The ultra-corrupt Serious Crime Squad add to the
oncoming chaos and behind the scenes, who is the shadowy
Pakistani puppet master pulling the strings of friend and foe
alike to flood the second city with Afghanistan heroin? Will the
1970s be the decade that destroys the Fewtrells forever? No
Irish, No blacks, No dogs is the second book in the Fewtrell
family story. Set...
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Reviews
Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish
this ebook.
-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk
Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the
ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ma r ia no Spinka
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